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REVIEWED BY EDWARD BOYLAN

Max Boot’s work, War Made New: Weapons, Warriors, and the Making of the Modern World, is a cumulative composition of the development and history of warfare. The text begins with the gunpowder revolution, progresses through major historical benchmarks and more to look at the future, drawing the reader into the environment of the time before stating his case, and finally, by basing his claims upon historical facts available from the appropriate era.

Max Boot’s work “argues that the past five centuries of history have been marked not by gradual change in how we fight but instead by four revolutions in military technology—and that the nations who have successfully mastered these revolutions have gained the power to redraw the map of the world.”

According to the Council on Foreign Relations, Max Boot’s work “argues that the past five centuries of history have been marked not by gradual change in how we fight but instead by four revolutions in military technology—and that the nations who have successfully mastered these revolutions have gained the power to redraw the map of the world.”

Boot’s practice of opening each chapter with a captivating intro draws the reader in as he outlines his main points. According to the article, “Review of War Made New,” Boot “provides the background and detailed descriptions of actual combat of several campaigns to demonstrate the effect of intelligent adoption of the new technologies produced in each of the four revolutions.” By drawing the reader in, Boot is able to narrate freely while still engaging and maintaining interest. From the defeat of the Spanish Armada to the German Blitzkrieg of WWII, Boot uses numerous examples of one adversary being able to effectively adapt new technology or strategy to become victorious over equal, and sometimes superior, adversaries. Boot’s storytelling combined with factual accounts from various battles across history are accompanied by easy to understand concepts that almost always universally apply, even in different centuries of warfare.

From his book, The Iraq Wars and America’s Military Revolution, author Keith L. Shimko includes Boot’s sentiments about the US’s easy campaign against Saddam Hussein in Iraq during 2003. As Boot works through his chapters from the rennaissance to modern military history, he uses the volley of available information to further substantiate his thoughts on the
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need for militaries to not only adapt new technology, but also to employ it effectively. Shimko quotes Boot's text directly to comment on the US's rapid race to Baghdad in the Second Iraqi War.

The eminent military historian John Keegan... remarked that in taking Baghdad in less than three weeks "the Americans achieved a pace of advance unprecedented in history"...

Victor Davis Hanson agreed that "by any fair standard of even the most dazzling charges in military history, the Germans in the Ardennes in the spring of 1940, or Patton's romp in July of 1944, the... race to Baghdad [was] unprecedented in its speed and daring and in the lightness of its casualties." Max Boot was the more succinct: "No army had ever travelled faster with fewer casualties."

Unfortunately, some argue that Boot's use of facts and figures sometimes takes shortcuts. According to one author writing in a "Review of War Made New," the "eminent historian William McNeill, criticized the book because he felt it omitted important events and failed to analyze crucial non-military aspects of the events it did treat." Though pointing out flaws in Boot's work, these can be countered by his opening chapter statement: "I will not attempt to challenge...a number of prominent recent works that have sought to explain the [entire] course of human development... Rather than attempting to supplant them, this book will supplement them by highlighting the importance of certain vital military developments in the making of the modern world." What Boot is saying here is that he does not mean to blot out longer, more detailed works on the subject, but to add to them. So despite the criticism, I believe that Boot successfully defends himself by stating he is not looking to write an all-encompassing cumulative history of the events surrounding all the examples in his depictions of famous battles. By stating this limitation up front, Boot achieves his end goal. He does so by demonstrating that throughout history, nations that have evolved and correctly realized the uses and limits of their military technology have achieved victory over their adversaries.

In conclusion, War Made New is an easy to read survey of key advancements in military history. Boot's maintains the reader's interest breaking the last five hundred years of history into four sections, divided by major historical benchmarks, allowing the reader to clearly understand the background of the battles he is describing. In addition to his framing, he also paints a clear picture for the reader by narrating individual battles, describing them from the perspective of someone actually there, before explaining the specific actions of the battle. In this way he achieves a novel-esque style of writing. This technique only gets more intriguing as his book progresses towards the recent military actions of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Max Boot's work serves as a basic overview of military history for the last five hundred years, and does so with clear validity. Boot makes persuasive arguments about how technology may have won the battle, but only the consistent adaptation and trial and error method of learning boundaries of technology win in the end. War Made New is an excellent read for anyone looking to see how the US military got where it is today and even catch a glimpse of where it may be headed in the future.
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Man's flight through life is sustained by the power of his knowledge.